
SKILLS GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM ROUTEMAP
Geography students at Charters School will be motivated and well-rounded decision makers who show an 

appreciation of the interconnectedness of the diverse physical and human world. Students will explore 
contemporary issues at a local, national and global scale to gain an insight into alternative viewpoints that 
enables them to make informed judgements and evidenced conclusions. Through fieldwork, students will 
develop enquiring minds and gain geographical skills and help them understand their place in creating a 

sustainable future.
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You will be able to…
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You will be able to…

KEY STAGE 5

You will be able to…

What is Geography?
You will learn the differences between physical, 

human and environmental geography. You will use 
geographical survey skills to assess the school 

environment and use OS maps to investigate you 
local area and develop map reading skills such as 

direction, distance, scale and grid references. You 
will use an atlas to investigate locations of 
continents, oceans and specific countries.

Knowledge - demonstrating 
knowledge of location, places, 
processes, environments and 
different scales. 

Understanding- Apply 
geographical knowledge to 
understand different concepts 
and relationships between 
places, environments and 
processes

Map skills- Confidently using 
and being able to interpret 
atlases, maps, globes, OS maps 
and 4/6 figure grid references

Fieldwork skills- To collect, 
interpret, analyse and evaluate 
geographical information to 
make informed judgements. 

Extended writing- To write in 
length assessing and evaluating 
geographical questions

Decision making- Make 
decisions based on geographical 
knowledge and understanding. 

Empathy- Appreciating how 
their own and other people's 
values and attitudes affect 
social, environmental, economic 
and political issues. 

'Speak like a geographer'- to be 
able to use an extended 
geographical vocabulary. 

How do human and 
physical landscapes 

contrast across Africa?
You will learn to locate 

countries and cities in Africa, 
understand that Africa is a 

diverse continent, with 
different human and physical 

features. 

Why do we need to preserve 
the tropical rainforest?

You will learn where the tropical 
rainforests are and why they grow 
there; explain how the plants and 
animals have adapted to life in the 
rainforest and how the rainforest 

recycles nutrients. You will consider 
the different viewpoints on 

developing and conserving the 
rainforest. 

What does the future hold for 
Antarctica?

You will learn to develop an 
understanding of the physical 

geography of the frozen continent 
including location, ecosystems and 

animal adaptation. You will then study 
some conflicts of interest between 

different groups of people and assess 
what the future holds for Antarctica. 

How do rivers change our 
landscape?

You will learn how the water cycle 
contributes to the movement of water 
throughout the Earth with particular 

focus on rivers. You will learn about the 
main physical features along a river and 

the different erosional and 
transportation processes that take place 

along its course. You will compare and 
contrast rivers from around the world. 

Do we have enough food to 
feed the world?

You will learn about the food you eat, 
where it comes from and the trade 
relationships we have with other 

countries like Kenya. You will use data 
to assess countries where hunger and 
malnutrition is a serious problem. You 

will explore sustainable fishing and 
organic farming and issues 

surrounding the growing use of 
biofuels. 

How has our climate changed? A 
study of the past, present and future. 

You will learn about how climate has changed 
through geological time and learn about the 

geological timescale.  Learn about ice ages and 
the different animals that lived during that time 
and how ice has carved our landscape through 

the movement of glaciers. You will also 
research where ice is today. You will look at the 
impacts of climate change and how it may affect 

the future. 

How has China's economy 
changed over time?

You will learn how China has 
economically grown through time and 

understand the reason for this 
growth. You will understand some of 

the challenges that China faces with a 
growing population and understand 

the influence that it now has over 
other countries. 

How is tourism changing 
Thailand? 

You will learn to describe why 
tourists are attracted to 

Thailand. Learn about Thailand's 
climate and some risks of climate 

change in the future and how 
tourism has social, 

environmental and economic 
impacts. 

Why are some 
places more at risk of 

tectonic hazards than others?
You will learn about the structure of the 

Earth.  You will learn where and why 
earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis 

occur and the impact they have in 
different countries. You will also learn 
ways people can prepare, predict and 

plan for hazards

Why do we need 
to look after our 

coastlines? 
You will learn about 

the physical geography 
of coastal processes 

and landforms and how 
humans are affected by 

these. You will learn 
about sustainable 

management at the 
coast and consider 
ways of managing 
conflict in coastal 

environments.

Why is there an increased risk from 
weather hazards in the 21st 

century? 
You will learn about extreme weather events 

including hurricanes, floods and droughts. You 
will discover how low and high pressure 

systems link to these events and how people 
can prepare and respond to extreme weather. 

Is India an emerging superpower? 
You will learn to use your geographical 

research skills to investigate the different 
physical and human characteristics of India. 

You will learn about how India is changing and 
the impact that Trans-National companies 

have had on Indian culture and life. You will 
also look at how India’s population is 

increasing and the problems that this has on 
resources such as water. Finally you will 

investigate what India will look like in the 
future. 

Why are borders 

opening and closing? 

(migration) How sustainable is our school? 
Geographical Enquiry

You will learn how to use your geographical 
skills to create a geographical enquiry, using 

research and fieldwork to help you 
investigate the local area. 

What are adventure 
landscapes?

You will learn about the 
wonder of the physical 

world such as the Grand 
Canyon; caves in the UK; 

sliding rocks in Death Valley 
and geysers in New Zealand. 

You will compare different 
landscapes and explain their 
formation using geography 

terms

Hazardous Earth
You will learn about the global 

circulation model, why and how our 
climate has changed. You will learn about 

the formation and impacts of tropical 
cyclones and the impact of tectonic 

activity in different locations. 

Development dynamics
You will learn about the scale of global inequality,  

how inequality can be reduced and how 
development has been hindered in some countries. 
You will learn about India as an 'emerging' country, 

and how it's growth has impacted it's economy, 
people and the environment and India's growing role 

on the international stage. 

UK's evolving human landscape 
(incl urban fieldwork enquiry)
You will learn about the changing UK 

human landscape in the UK  and how it has 
changed.  You will learn about London and 

the challenges and opportunities it has 
faced as it has changed over time as well as 

it's relationship with surrounding rural 
areas. You will also conduct a geographical 

enquiry into an urban area. 

UK's evolving physical landscape 
(incl coasts fieldwork enquiry)

You will learn about how the 
physical landscapes of the UK vary. You will 

learn about the landscapes, processes, 
challenges and conflicts of management in 

coast and river environments. 

Challenges of an 
urbanising world

You will learn about rapid 
urbanisation, how this 

varies around the world 
and the challenges it 

creates. You will learn 
about Mumbai as a 

megacity and the benefits 
and issues it has with 

rapid growth. 

People and the biosphere
You will learn about global biomes and 

how the biosphere is important for 
human well-being and resources. 

Forests under threat
You will learn about threats 

to forest biomes and how 
these threats can be 

reduced through a study of 
the taiga and tropical 

rainforest. 

Consuming energy 
resources

You will learn about the 
global growing demand for 
energy and how  supply of 

energy comes from 
renewable and non-

renewable energy sources. 

Tectonic processes and 
hazards

You will learn about primary 
tectonic events (earthquakes, 

volcanic eruptions) and secondary 
hazards (e.g. tsunami), as well as the 
risk caused by both.  You will learn 

about why communities are 
vulnerable to tectonic hazards and 

how they are managed. 

Globalisation
You will learn about 

globalisation including 
the processes that have 

led to increased 
globalisation as well as 

it's characteristics, 
impacts and 

consequences. 

Regenerating places
You will learn about the 

characteristics, processes and 
impacts of regeneration. You will 

explore why regeneration in 
some areas is contested. 

Coastal landscapes 
and change

You will learn about coastal 
landscapes and the physical 
processes that form them. 
You will learn about how 

these distinctive landscapes 
are being changed by 
physical and human 

processes and how these 
are affecting their future. 

The water cycle and water insecurity
You will learn about the water cycle and the ways in 
which water has become a major issues in terms of 
both quantity and quality in different parts of the 
world. You will explore how water insecurity can 
create conflict and how water can be managed. 

NEA- Geographical Independent Investigation
You will conduct an independent investigation into a 

geographical enquiry question of your choice. You will complete 
fieldwork, analyse and create conclusions from your findings. 

Superpowers
You will learn about superpowers and 

the shifting global influence in the 
modern world. 

Migration, identity and sovereignty
You will learn about international migration and identity, 

how these may change in a globalised world and the reasons 
why the sovereignty of nation states may be challenged by 

processes of globalisation. 

The carbon cycle and energy security
You will learn about the carbon cycle and the ways in 
which energy is a major global issue, not just in terms 

of security of supply but also because of its impact 
on the carbon cycle. You will explore how energy 

security can create conflicts and how this could be 
managed. 

Challenges of an 
urbanising world continued

Knowledge- Demonstrate 
knowledge of locations, places, 
processes, environments and 
different scales. 

Understanding- Demonstrate 
geographical understanding of 
concepts and how they are used 
in relation to places, 
environments and processes. 
The inter-relationships between 
places, environments and 
processes. 

Application- to apply knowledge 
and understanding to interpret, 
analyse and evaluate 
geographical information and 
issues and to make judgements. 

Skills- select, adapt and use a 
variety of skills and techniques 
to investigate questions and 
issues and communicate 
findings. 

Knowledge and understanding -
demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of places, 
environments, concepts, 
processes, interaction and 
change at a variety of scales. 

Application- Apply knowledge 
and understanding in different 
contexts to interpret analyse 
and evaluate, geographical 
information and issues. 

Skills- use a variety of relevant 
quantitative, qualitative and 
fieldwork skills to, investigate 
geographical questions and 
issues. Interpret, analyse and 
evaluate data and evidence. 
Construct arguments and draw 
conclusions. 

Why do people 
migrate and what 
impact does this 

have?

Why can't we 
still dvide the 

world into two?
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